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$10.00
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$10.00 - Surf
$12.00

$3.00

e pricing of other school uniform
please contact the front office or the
een Manger.

Dress
Code

SOUTH TERRACE POORAKA SA 5095 Ph 826

ool Dress Code
ool Governing Council has determined a policy
nts wear the School Dress Code.
rs demonstrate pride and encourage a sense of

de is as follows:
colours are Red and Navy.
heaters, T-shirts or polo shirts, can be either
y.
in navy long pants or shorts. Navy skirts or
ain navy bike shorts are permitted if worn
ses.
e and white or red and white check.
port shoes, sandals and lace-ups are
e footwear.
dents are required to wear navy hats,
im, bucket or a legionnaire style as these offer
ction against damage from UV rays.
For reasons of safety, a sense of
ess and in keeping with the school dress
ollowing items are NOT acceptable:
ants or shorts
(of any colour)
shorts

clogs or platform shoes.
all caps
h shoe string straps
ps
with large, violent or unsuitable motifs
jewellery
p including nail polish.
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Hat Policy
Pooraka School strongly believes in children c
their skin in our harsh conditions. Therefore ch
must wear hats when outside. (no hat, no pl
including excursions and special occasions, tr
duty for all 4 terms.

Children are required to sit on the hat bench if
not have a hat. Hats at all times, Hats with log
than the Pooraka school logo are not accepta

Purchasing School Uniforms
The Canteen sells new school clothing.
The Canteen is open from 8.15am - 12.00pm
day. Please contact the school if you need he
outside these hours.

Clothes for Emergencies
The Front Office has a collection of clothing in
underwear & socks for emergencies. Your ch
discreetly supported to change their clothing,
request, we ring you.
We appreciate donations of
clothing for this purpose.

school d

Year 7 tops
Each year the year 7s have the opportunity to
a Pooraka Year 7 Commemorative top. The p
determined by the choice the students make.
placed at the beginning of the school year an
information is sent home to families about the
cost.
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